Fotex Drain Clear is the ORIGINAL drain cleaner
specifically formulated for Film Processor Drains!
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▲ Fotex dissolves and removes
chemical and iron deposits that
organic cleaners can’t budge
▲ Fotex prevents drain repair and
replacement
▲ Fotex prevents costly processor
downtime
▲ Fotex prevents flooding and
shock hazards
▲ Fotex can help eliminate OSHA
violations due to recurring
hazardous conditions

When initially using
Fotex Drain Clear, it
is beneficial to use
multiple treatments
more frequently, to
help remove previously deposited material from the drain system.
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The Fotex “Single Shot” premeasured plastic packets are easy
to use, take the guess work out of
dosage, and chemical freshness is
retained until opened. Just snip
off the corner of a Fotex packet,
pour & you’ll gain these
advantages:
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Ordinary drain cleanTHIS
T
ers are designed to
N
dissolve foreign
matter accumulated in drain
traps. This
foreign matter
must be organic in
nature in order for
E
most commercial
TI M
drain cleaners to be
E!
effective. Ordinary drain
cleaners, therefore, will not effectively remove chemical and iron
deposits. Chemical and iron
residue deposits found in processor drains gradually build up
along the entire inside surface
area of the drain pipe. Inevitably,
these deposits will completely
restrict the flow of effluent,
causing drain back-up, resulting
in flood conditions. When the
drains reach this restricted condition, they must often be replaced
or mechanically cleaned.

initial mechanical cleaning or
daily treatments of Fotex. Fotex
Drain Clear is an extremely efficient preventative maintenance
product. Regular and consistent
use on a weekly to monthly basis
will discourage the chemical
deposits from accumulating
within the drain system. This
process can be easily done during
processor mainteCOSTLY monthly
nance procedures.
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is especially
compounded to react
with and dissolve,
chemical and iron
deposits commonly found in
PHOTOGRAPHIC & MEDICAL
IMAGING PROCESSOR
DRAINS. Fotex is especially effective on metallic replacement silver
recovery compliance systems.
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Fotex Drain Clear will dissolve
these deposits, however, severely
restricted drains may require

Fotex Drain Clear is an easy,
clean and inexpensive method of
reducing your maintenance costs,
protecting your equipment and insuring the safety of your personnel.
Fotex is available in boxes of 12
packets - Catalog #FTX-12
OR cases of 3 boxes for a total of 36
packets - Catalog #FTX-36

An actual cutaway section of a 4”
hospital medical imaging film
processor drain pipe that did not use
Fotex Treatments.
It shows chemical and iron deposits
which form, blocking your drain,
requiring their complete replacement.
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You can find out more about our
amazing products...log on to
www.silverprofit.com
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Please call 1-262-334-3000 for more info.

